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Lutz-Jesco GmbH
Improved changes are always reserved without notice.

General
The main task of injection fittings in metering pumps
for liquid chemicals is to mix in the corresponding
chemical into the main flow (in most cases water). At
the same time most injection fittings avoid a backflow
to the metering pump due to their backpressure
function.

The tubing injection fitting S meets this demand
in an extremely compact design. The preloaded
tubing provides for ultra-fine spraying of the chemical
during the metering stroke.

When lyes with a high carbonate hardness are
metered into water flows calcium carbonate is
inevitably precipitated at the mixing fitting. Quite
often the crystals adhere to the injection fitting and
clog it up resulting automatically in a metering
failure. Therefore the extractable tubing injection
fitting SAH allows a dismounting of the injection
tube under system pressure.  Checking and cleaning
of the injection fitting is possible during daily operation.
The injection nozzle is applicable to a wide variety of
uses, due to its field-adjustable length. The special
hose connection eliminates kinked tubing. While
removing the injection nozzle from the injection point
the red end of the injection nozzle and a noticeable
resistance indicates when to close the ball valve.

A special type of injection fitting is the self-cleaning
injection fitting SKD. The injection tubing leading
the main flow moves permantly thus making it difficult
for crystals to accumulate. Nevertheless, should the
tubing clog up, the metering pump pressure will
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* Flow values for uniform flow. Without pulsation dampers the max. flow rate for motor pumps amounts to
1/3 and for solenoid pumps to 1/10 of the indicated value.

Technical  data

Other connections and materials upon request.
(The injection tubing is also available in EPDM.)

cause it to widen and the crystals  will be eliminated.

Mixing of the chemical and the main water flow
occurs at the open end of the tubing. The backpressure
function - being at quite a distance - consequently will
not be affected by possible carbonate precipitation.
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Type S
(with integrated connection)

/gnisuoH gnibuT elcitrA

gnibut noitcennoc rebmun
lairetam ad/id 4/1G 2/1G

6/4 12362321 -
MPF/sM 8/6 22362321 -

21/6 58912321 -
6/4 95072321 75523321

MPF/CVP 8/6 06072321 -
21/6 16072321 49482321

6/4 26072321 -
MPF/1754.1 8/6 36072321 -

21/6 46072321 -

Opening pressure 1.1bar corresponding to German
test regulation DVGW-W504.

G

/gnisuoH .onelcitrA

gnibut 2/1G
lairetam mm03=L mm05=L mm08=L

MPF/CVP 98482321 91183321 37343321
MPF/1754.1 09482321 - -

For connections,cf. connection table MB 1 23 01 / 4

Type S
(with separate connection)

G1/2 G1/2

G5/8 G5/8
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Type SAH extractable

Type SKD self-cleaning

/gnisuoH daerhT fohtgneL .oNelcitrA

gnibut noitcennoc gnibutnoitcejni

lairetam 2/1G
MPF/CVP 8/5G 001 59453321

MDPE/CVP 8/5G 001 69453321

For connections, cf. connection table MB 1 23 01 / 4

L

X

R
 1

/2

Housing / Tubing Lenght of for tube Total lenght L Articel No.
tubing / connection injection tube X [mm]
material di/da [mm]

R 1/2
PVC/FPM - 0 - 100 DN100 - DN150 267 12302001

- 100 - 200 DN150 - DN400 367 12302002
6/12 0 - 100 DN100 - DN150 271 12302005
6/9 0 - 100 DN100 - DN150 271 12302006
4/6 0 - 100 DN100 - DN150 271 12302007
6/12 100 - 200 DN150 - DN400 371 12302011
6/9 100 - 200 DN150 - DN400 371 12302012
4/6 100 - 200 DN150 - DN400 371 12302013

PVC/EPDM - 0 - 100 DN100 - DN150 267 12302003
- 100 - 200 DN150 - DN400 367 12302004
6/12 0 - 100 DN100 - DN150 271 12302008
6/9 0 - 100 DN100 - DN150 271 12302009
4/6 0 - 100 DN100 - DN150 271 12302010
6/12 100 - 200 DN150 - DN400 371 12302014
6/9 100 - 200 DN150 - DN400 371 12302015
4/6 100 - 200 DN150 - DN400 371 12302016
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